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Most interesting phenomena of condensed matter physics originate from interactions among different
degrees of freedom, making it a very intriguing yet challenging question how certain ground states
emerge from only a limited number of atoms in assembly. This is especially the case for strongly
correlated electron systems with overwhelming complexity. The Verwey transition of Fe3O4 is a classic
example of this category, of which the origin is still elusive 80 years after the first report. Here we
report, for the first time, that the Verwey transition of Fe3O4 nanoparticles exhibits size-dependent
thermal hysteresis in magnetization, 57Fe NMR, and XRD measurements. The hysteresis width passes a
maximum of 11 K when the size is 120 nm while dropping to only 1 K for the bulk sample. This behavior is
very similar to that of magnetic coercivity and the critical sizes of the hysteresis and the magnetic single
domain are identical. We interpret it as a manifestation of charge ordering and spin ordering correlation
in a single domain. This work paves a new way of undertaking researches in the vibrant field of strongly
correlated electron physics combined with nanoscience.
Strongly correlated electron systems are a group of materials, where electron correlations determine a delicate
balance among the competing phases of the systems1–3. Naturally, the challenge becomes ever so mounting when
one tries to handle a case where there are correlations involving not just one but all four degrees of freedom of
solid: charge, orbital, lattice, and spin. This is exactly the case for the Verwey transition of Fe3O4, where the electronic degree of freedom (charge) is tightly coupled to all three others4–8. As the temperature becomes lower than
the Verwey transition temperature, TV, a number of events take place simultaneously: charge ordering of Fe3+ and
Fe2+ cations, the lattice symmetry change from cubic (Fd 3 m) to monoclinic (Cc), metal-insulator transition,
sudden drop in magnetic susceptibility, and the magnetic easy axis change from (111) to (100). Resonant X-ray
scattering technique also showed a hint of orbital ordering9. Due to such complexity of these correlated phenomena, the origin of the Verwey transition still remains unresolved even after about 80 year since its first report4.
The central question of strongly correlated electron systems is how the strong electron correlations emerge out
of the assembly of individual uncorrelated atoms. To be specific to the Verwey transition of Fe3O4, it will be a very
interesting study to investigate the size dependence of the transition. Given the nature of the complex interactions, it may well offer a new window of opportunities looking into the intimate details of the Verwey transition.
The recent advance in nanoscience has brought new methodology to solid state physics for studying the emergent
properties of a limited number of atoms in assembly. Through solution-based synthesis, colloidal nanoparticles
(NPs) can be prepared with a precise size control in the range from sub-nanometer to tens of nanometers, which
amounts to the number of atoms ranging from 101 to 1020. In terms of electronic energy structure (molecular
orbital to band) and symmetry of atomic arrangement (point group to space group), transition from molecule to
solid takes place at around 102–105 atoms10. Armed with the latest huge developments in the nanochemistry field,
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